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Ya know that old expression, “The more things change
the more they stay the same?” I was thinking about that
the other day because even though Wally Scott lived in
the late 18th and early 19th centuries — long before
Al Gore invented the Internet — he seemed to
understand what a mess the Web would become.
And right when my philosophical musings were on
the verge of getting downright profound, my
phone rang. Except when it’s a paying customer,
I hate it when that happens.

I wasn’t sure how badly my caller had been deceived. But,
apparently, his web project was a knotted mess of some sort.
I wasn’t sure if he’d really pick up the tab at the Greased Spoon.
So, I made sure I packed my wallet.
And I wasn’t sure if he’d actually take a
sledgehammer to his laptop, at least not in
a public establishment. But if you take a
comment like that as an idle threat
and show up unprepared, you
do so at your own peril.

I appreciate variety as much as the next guy. But sometimes the best
place to start something is at the beginning. It was fairly evident
Crash Burn had jumped in somewhere near the middle.
And the agita he caused himself had me thinking about
his brother, Heart. I decided baby steps might be the best
way to proceed, since I imagined Crash would be even
harder to get along with if he pulled a hamstring
or suffered a groin strain. I was also
going to see if I could get him to
lose the sledgehammer.

I’d cracked some hard nuts before. But Crash took the cake.
If I couldn’t find a way to break this down for him as simply as
possible, I wasn’t sure I’d be able to solve the case. And if
there’s anything I hate more than having my phone ring in
the middle of a philosophical reverie, it’s the thought
of having my perfect record broken.

Crash’s reaction reminded me of the old wordplay:
“I see,” said the blind man, as he picked up his axe and saw.
But I didn’t tell him that.
I was taking the revelation to which I’d led him as a moral
victory. And I didn’t want to tarnish it by provoking him
to take a poke at me. Besides, I wasn’t sure Crash would
follow through by creating the comic and running it in
the Gazette. So, imagine my surprise when he showed
up at my office a couple of weeks later.

After Crash left, I couldn’t help but drift into another
philosophical contemplation. This one was about Wally Scott
again. Even though he published Marmion in 1808, it’s almost
like he knew guys like Crash were coming — that Crash,
like everybody else, saw his little slice of the world
as his kingdom. Or maybe Wally just understood
that conflict is an unavoidable aspect of the
human condition. Who knows? I, for one,
was content with knowing that I’d, once again,
made the marketing world a better place
through comics.
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